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Von Puraido

Kapitel 75: 

Denki sat next to Katsuki’s bed, the omega wasn’t lucid and so Denki couldn’t do
anything other than to sit there and be with him when he needed something. He
didn’t know what he had expected from the heat, but not that it happened like that.

Aizawa had ordered him to give him something to drink and to eat periodically. Luckily
they were in the main building, so they had access to the food storage.

They were trapped in here for hours by now, sometimes Hanta looked after them. He
had always this weird, questioning look on his face. Eventually Denki sighed, when he
visited again. “What’s bothering you?” Denki asked. He could guess what it was.

“Oh, well, I was just wondering. Katsuki addressed you as omega?”

Denki sighed. “Yeah … he did. Well, I want to become an omega, physically.” He
clarified.

“So it is true. I had my suspicions” Hanta murmured.

“Really?” Denki looked at him flabbergasted. “Since when?”

“Hm, pretty early on, actually, but it hardened more when we brought Katsuki over to
the rooms this one time. You had this look on your face.”

Denki blushed a little. “You have no problem with that?”

Hanta frowned. “No? Why would I? If that’s something that makes you happy than
that’s great.” He smiled at Denki.

The omega jumped up and hugged Hanta. “Thank you!”

“No problem.” He hugged him and patted his back.

But suddenly they were tackle-hugged by Katsuki. “Y-you … please, I was a good
omega! You need to help me!” He whimpered. “Please, bring me my alphas! Or make
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the pain stop. Please! I beg you!” he rubbed himself on Denki and Hanta.

Both blushed immediately. “Uuuh, no, we can’t do that, Katsuki” Hanta tried to get
him off. But this action seemed way too much for Katsuki, he started to cry.

“Why! I was such a good omega! Why won’t you bring me my alphas? It hurts so much!
Please! I need them!”

“Ah, shit … Uhh, no, Katsuki! You are a good omega, yes, but we are not allowed to let
them to you. We’re still in school you know?” Hanta tried to calm him, but it didn’t
really help.

“Yes, Kacchan, this is all the heat talking you really don’t want that now! It is way too
early for stuff like this.”

Denki and Hanta carefully stood up and helped Katsuki back into the bed. The omega
rolled into a ball. They both looked at each other and sighed. This would be pretty
hard for sure.

Aizawa tried to make some phone calls but the reception here was absolute shit.
That’s why he eventually sent Cait back to the school to report the situation. They
couldn’t just bring Katsuki out of here. The alphas would swarm them in no time. They
really had no options than to wait it out. It was absolutely terrible. He hoped that Kairi
would be enough to hold the alphas off, but she would eventually need sleep too.

What was more concerning was Katsuki’s scent, it was filling the building very quickly,
it would become a problem if the alphas managed to get closer. It was also
uncomfortable for the omegas and betas. But they had to stay here.

The students were all on edge, nobody knew what would happen now. Some students
were really embarrassed. It was especially uncomfortable for the girls.

The still clear alphas tried to hold off the rutting alphas, they all really wanted to go
inside the building where all the omegas were.

Kairi had no trouble to hold them back, she wasn’t phased by Katsuki at all, but she
realized that Ian wouldn’t be able to hold this up much longer, he was too sleep
deprived. A week was already a tight fit for him, but now this? Too late she realized
the mistake.

Eijiro tackled Ian in unbreakable mode and his claws dug into the flesh of the prime
alpha. “Let me through! I want to my omega!” he roared.

His claws scratched through the flesh and ripped open his chest. “Fuck!” Ian screamed.
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Jesper was with him in seconds and he kicked Eijiro away from his brother. He
grabbed the injured prime and dragged him back to the building. They were luckily
faster than the alphas and they made it in time.

The betas and omegas were shocked when they saw the massive injury. “Oh my god,
what happened?” Itsuka asked concerned.

“Eh, he got jumped at by Eijiro. He needs some food, otherwise he won’t be able to
heal.” Jesper advised them. Momo sprinted to the kitchen to prepare something.

Jesper brought his brother to the couch. Ian was panting heavily and he wasn’t
healing. “Why is he not healing? I thought is quirk was super healing?” Kinoko sounded
terrified.

“It is, but he’s too exhausted. He hasn’t slept in too long and he needs more food.
Don’t worry, he won’t die. It will just take a bit longer.” He explained.

Ochako sat next to Ian and held his hand. She looked concerned. Momo eventually
came back with the food and Ian devoured it quickly. He lay back on the couch and
closed his eyes. He knew that he had to sleep, even though he didn’t like the idea.

“Okay, he needs to sleep and it will start healing. Use some towels to stop the
bleeding a bit, otherwise the cleanup will be nasty. I need to head back outside. Can
someone stay with him?”

“Sure, I can do that. But, uh, is it not dangerous when he’s here? I mean because of
Katsuki’s heat?” Ochako asked.

“No, don’t worry, he doesn’t even respond to Hua’s heat, so he will not get triggered
by Katsuki’s.” With that he left the cabin and continued to hold the alphas off.

Ian sighed. “If you see that I am having a nightmare, wake me up please” he begged.

“Sure, no problem.” Ochako smiled at him. With that Ian closed his eyes and drifted
off.

The hours passed and Kairi got more and more annoyed. The alcohol stench was so
heavy that Present Mic, Vlad King and Hound Dog thought they would get drunk soon.
She released so much to cover Katsuki’s scent that was still in the area. The other
alphas had retreated to rest a little, but she was still going strong.

She kicked Tenya away and threw Tetsutetsu over her shoulder. Todoroki was
punched to the ground quickly. “You’re still going, huh? Just stay down on the
ground” she tackled Hitoshi and pinned him against a cabin. “You really need more
self control. Can you not resist an omega in heat? Pathetic.” She growled. “Oi, DJ,
what are you teaching them in school? They are so sensible to heats that they started
to rut immediately.”
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“I’m sorry! Something like that is not on the curriculum” he answered. His voice was
hoarse from the screaming.

Kairi sighed and grabbed Izuku by the foot, the prime tried to speed his way around
her. She looked at Izuku. “Damn, this is really pathetic … There should be a course to
prevent stuff like this from happening.” She murmured.

“And how would you do that? It’s too dangerous!” Vlad King was annoyed by her.

“I … uh I would say torture it out of them, but I could get in trouble for that, can I?”

“Yes, huge trouble.” Vlad King looked her dead in the eye.

“Then I’d rather say nothing.”

“See? Not that easy to resist. Not everyone is as abnormal as you.”

“Abnormal? Do you want me to jump on a boy who is younger than my youngest
daughter?” She raised her eyebrows.

“No! Absolutely not, I just mean an alpha who isn’t interested in an omega and all.”
Vlad corrected. “Alpha and Alpha relationships are a rarity after all.”

“Ah, I understand” Kairi fend off Rikido, she easily blocked his punches. “You know
what? I’ll take them to the forest. I let them let off some steam there. Otherwise
we’re here for ages.”

She turned to the other alphas. “Oi, grab onto them and bring them to the clearing.
There we should be far enough away. Can you do that?” She looked towards Mezo,
Jurota and Juzo.

“Do we have a choice?”

“Not really.”

“Then of course we can do that.” Jurota mumbled.

Kairi grinned and grabbed Izuku and Eijiro, while Jesper took Shoto and Rikido. Jurota
grabbed Tetsutetsu, Mezo grabbed Tenya and Juzo took Hitoshi. Together they
speeded towards their clearing.

Instead of the normal hour, it took two this time, the rutting alphas were not happy
about the rough procedure, but at last, they arrived at the clearing.

Kairi pushed the two alphas to the ground. “Okay, you four go back. I’ll keep them
here as long as they are rutting. Don’t worry, they won’t bother you. But make sure to
stay away from the cabin, not that you start to rut too.”
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“Are you sure about this?” Mezo sounded concerned.

“Of course, I wouldn’t have suggested it otherwise.” With that, Kairi turned back to
the alphas.

“As you wish, mother.” Jesper, Jurota, Mezo and Juzo made their way back.

Kairi cracked their knuckles and turned towards the alphas. “And now, get it out of
your system. But no matter what, you won’t leave this clearing here.” She had a
malicious grin on her face. The alphas growled.
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